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You’re at that point. It’s time to make an important decision about your 
business’s future because you can’t continue managing it with a simple 
accounting system. You need to get an accurate cash balance on demand 
and give your employees tools to collaborate more effectively, whether 
they're in the office or working remotely. You want to track item details, and 
make sure that you can fill your customers’ orders. You don't want to sink 
all your profits into a big-budget system and pay extra for IT resources to 
maintain it and you must have user access control and secure backups so you 
can quickly recover if a disaster every occurs.

What you need is a full-feature solution with strong financials, project, 
operations, and distribution process capabilities to keep your business 
moving forward smoothly and profitably. It has to be modern, powerful, easy 
to maintain, and field proven. The perfect solution will be cost effective and 
adaptable so you can continue to grow your business with confidence.

Welcome to the cloud

If you feel anxious at the thought of long-term software commitments and 
you want to do more for less then cloud technology could be the answer 
you’re looking for. Through next-generation application architecture, cloud 
computing offers lower operating costs for maintenance and hardware as 
providers give you access to software over the Internet, freeing you from 
the burden of expensive up-front hardware, server implementation and 
maintenance, IT resources, and software license expenditures.

With a cloud-based business management solution like Sage 300 Online, 
you’ll find broad and deep functionality often associated with on-premises 
deployments, to satisfy your overall business needs. Its cost-effective and 
predictable pricing offers scalability that a small or midsized business 
like yours needs in order to compete effectively when your resources are 
stretched thin.

Welcome to your new business management solution.

The future is in the cloud

47% of organizations surveyed plan tzo move 
their core ERP systems to the cloud within five 
years.1

It's all about business performance 
Why Sage 300 Online can work for you

1 http://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2013/07/30/roundup-of-small-medium-business- 
  cloud-computing-forecasts-and-market-estimates-2013/ 
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A pedigree for success

Sage 300 Online has strong roots, with over 60,000 businesses in 150 
countries using the Sage 300 product line to manage their business.  Sage 
300 Online offers comprehensive solutions with built-in functionality that 
includes best-in-class financials along with project, operations, distribution, 
and business intelligence capabilities. Financial features support 
multicurrency needs and include powerful tools to keep your business 
compliant with government regulations such as GAAP or IFRS. Detailed 
item information empowers your employees to track lot and serial numbers. 
You can set up vendor purchase orders to generate automatically and to 
accurately track costs. It also presents valuable information in an easy-to-
understand format. And you can sleep well knowing it regularly backs up 
your system in the secure Sage Data Cloud.

Get more control and eliminate complexity

When you select your business management solution, naturally you want a 
system that will meet your needs today—and in the future. It’s vital that you 
get a robust solution that eliminates complexity and you can trust to grow with 
you—and that has the capabilities to do so.

As a monthly subscription service with a reasonable per-user fee, Sage 300 
Online lets you pay as you go, so you can be in control and get the functionality 
you need while keeping costs low. When you want to add more users, you can 
do that on the fly, almost instantly.

Sage 300 Online is extremely reliable providing anywhere, anytime access 
through the Sage Data Cloud with a +99.5% system availability commitment.

And since Sage 300 Online doesn’t require on-premises hardware, no servers, 
just a Windows Explorer browser and Internet connection, you’ll quickly 
begin benefiting from its strong financials and entire business management 
functionality in just a few hours or days. 

You’ll also have the peace of mind of knowing that you are in control, your 
business will always stay in compliance and up to date on the latest version. 
Once implemented, the system requires minimal IT support and that means 
lower overhead, which is great news when it comes to controlling costs and 
eliminating complexity.

Best in class  

The Sage 300 product line is a rock-solid 
business management system with a proven 
track record serving over 60,000 companies in 
150 countries across many industries.

Do business anywhere and 
confidently meet the needs of your 
customers and your workforce from 
in the office, on the road, in branch 
locations, or from home. Securely 
access Sage 300 Online data, 
process transactions, complete 
tasks, and collaborate between 
departments and functions. 
Everyone works together on deals 
and projects and makes better 
decisions to build on your success. 

2 Aberdeen Group, ERP and BI in the SMB, July 2013
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Accelerate operations and be more responsive

Do business anywhere, in the office, on the road, at branch locations, or 
from home. Sage 300 Online accelerates operations by providing what you 
need when you need it.

•   Quickly get a complete picture of your business with Sage 300 Online,  
     including accurate financial information, such as your cash balance,  
     service and landed costs, and more, at any point in time. 

•   Be more responsive making customer order commitments using  
     reliable Sage 300 Online inventory levels, costs, prices, and returns. 

•   Make better decisions using informative Sage 300 Online reports and  
     using real-time information.  

•   Grow with confidence when you expand the items or SKUs you stock  
     and add more Sage 300 Online users almost immediately.

•   Sell successfully in other countries with confidence using Sage 300  
     Online multilanguage and multicurrency features.

Accelerate collaboration and increase revenue

Sage 300 Online takes collaboration to the next level by giving you 24/7 access to your system with no requirement to be in the office. 
Through the secure Sage Data Cloud, your employees can access your business management system through a web browser from any 
laptop or desktop computer that is connected to the Internet. Access data, process transactions, complete tasks—valuable data can now be 
at your fingertips, anytime, and anywhere.

When it comes to sharing data, Sage 300 Online does so easily, facilitating internal and external collaboration so things run effortlessly. It 
also makes your company easier to do business with; for example, external accountants can easily and securely access the information they 
need to advise you without having to meet you or visit your offices.

With access to data that updates in real time from anywhere, everyone gets the vital business vision they need from one system. Intuitive 
dashboards, predicative analytics, and automatic reporting help you bring order to spreadsheet chaos and get critical information to key players so 
they can make informed decisions and take effective action when it matters.

Better data means better decisions  

42% of small businesses say that many 
decisions are based on inaccurate or 
incomplete data and that the data is too 
fragmented or siloed.3

•   Your employees and accountant work together well, because  
     everyone sees the same updates on the fly without having to meet. 

•   Everyone can be more responsive and provide better customer  
     service because everything that’s needed is in one always-up-to-date  
     system. 

•   Using Sage 300 Online increases better decisions, with  
     efficient collaboration across your teams, using real-time information  
     on customer status, and important financial information such as cash  
     balance.  

3 Accenture 2011 Global Consumer Research Study, 2011
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Act today

Sage 300 Online is a cutting-edge solution that opens up new possibilities 
for a company like yours that wants to accelerate operations and be 
more responsive, get control and eliminate complexity, and accelerate 
collaboration to increase revenue. Call us today to discuss taking your 
business to the next level. It’s time to put distance between you and the 
competition. 

Contact us

For more information or to purchase Sage ERP 300 Online call a  

Sage representative today: 866-530-7243 With Sage 300 Online, you 
can simplify how people work 
together, manage workflows, 
improve business insights, and 
reduce IT costs.
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